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SOURCES
This paper is not the results of a double blind study. It can best be described as a collective
of real world popular wisdom and postulates meant to encourage sincere researchers to open
their minds to many possibilities that are already being accepted as probabilities by those
pioneers who are operating within mainstream medicine, and those operating as healers out
on the fringes of orthodoxy. Throughout history, some of today's fringe always becomes
tomorrow's mainstream, so no treatment methods should ever be automatically discarded
without careful scrutiny. The pattern of "closing of the ranks" of medicine to "outsiders", in
other words, closing of the minds is all too often commonplace today.
There are many clinics inside and outside the united States of America that have, and
continue to treat thousands of people that never have their methods show up on any official
registry. Yet these clinics - taken as a group - have collected a huge body of practical
wisdom from witnessing the immediate positive results of methods unheard of by the
majority. The owners of these clinics are either U.S.A. M.D.'s engaging in un-"orthodox"
methods, or Naturopaths, or Caribbeans or Mexicans or Canadians or Europeans or Pacific
islanders who don't publish papers in the AMA Journal.
For years I have reported upon the long list of diseases ozone has positively affected, from
AIDS to cancer and even the common cold. In this paper I depart from persuing that
direction and reflect upon the history and future of disease using AIDS as an example. I
have summarized what I consider to be some of the more important knowledge the
unorthodox and the orthodox have collectively amassed concerning disease in general, and
especially AIDS. I have spent 7 years conducting thousands of interviews with those
working in the healing arts, including everyone from patients self treating to fully
credentialed M.D's who are forced by political pressure to hide their lights under a basket of
secrecy. This paper is an attempt to quickly convey a few of the more important ideas to
you. If any of the paradigms advanced herein were previously unnoticed by you, perhaps
you could give a look in their direction. In this way I will accomplish my task of helping you
in your work of helping the sick achieve balance.
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PREFACE ON HIV/AIDS/TESTING
Although many who have been pronounced to have AIDS test positive for HIV viruses, HIV
has never been positively proven by itself to cause AIDS, it has only been announced as
such in the media. My anecdotal research shows AIDS, as of this publication date, comes as
a "packett" or symbiotic grouping of several viruses. I will explain this concept in more
detail later.
Being HIV positive doesn't necessarily mean you have AIDS, but that your bodily fluids are
low on oxygen and that you do have an immune system under attack by many factors.
Hoping for a sero conversion to HIV negative should not have the weight it presently
possesses when the particular viral nucleotides that you are testing for (PCR test) have never
been proven to be the single cause of the disease. Antibody tests are also therefore suspect.
Testing that yields positive results for perhaps common HIV viruses or HIV antibody
presences simply reveals an indication as to a deficiency in how clean your bodily fluids are.

I have seen HIV positive people undergo an intensive course of ozone therapy, for example.
They end up PCR negative. We brought two to the National Institute of Health. During their
ozone treatment course all their secondary diseases disappeared. I propose that what the
absence of HIV nucleotides indicated in these cases was that the ozone had so thoroughly
cleaned and sterilized their red and white blood systems that no matter what virus or group
of viruses and bacteria caused the AIDS complex, ozone therapy was able to clean them all
out, of course taking the causative factors right along with it. If your blood and lymph are
very clean you might not have any detectable viruses in you, HIV included, and your
antibody production might be so low as to be undetectable by standard testing since the
body, sensing its lack of need for antibodies will only make a few. The true count will be
hidden below the "noise" or background of the readings.
HIV AND SYPHILIS
Many are proposing that the basis of AIDS is syphilis with various co-factors, which the
medical profession has lost almost all knowledge of how to diagnose correctly anymore.
Before the Second World War, doctors spent years learning the intricacies of the diagnosis
of Syphilis. When the war came, they needed lots of doctors quickly, so they rushed people
through medical training by cutting out years of diagnosis training - which focused on
syphilis and all its variations - and concentrated instead on drugs as general treatments. So
now most doctors don't know all the intricacies of syphilis when they see it, and tend to
simply use toxic drug treatments on symptoms instead.
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First stage syphilis
Presents as a Herpes type disease with blisters or sores around the genitals.
Second stage syphilis
Creates sores on the body, now called Kaposi's sarcoma.
Third stage syphilis
Same as third stage AIDS which affects the brain and causes dementia.
Fourth stage syphilis
Affects all organs and life is lost.

THE DISEASES OF HUMANITY
A traditional viewpoint shows us the four diseases of humanity, and all other diseases are
various stages of these under different names.
RELATES TO

DISEASE
Syphilis
Cancer
Gonorrhea
Diabetes

Immune Deficiency Syndrome (IDS), Second stage syphilis is AIDS
Genetic outgrowth of ancestral syphilis
Imbalance due to inability to handle moral sexual understanding
Hypoglycemia, Blood Poisoning, Yeast Infections
Possibly from alcohol overuse by self or ancestors

Leading intuitive body energy researchers postulate that there are 9 major energy pathways
or energy "miasms" - similar to genetic miasms yet existing in a higher energy gradient under which all possible forms of disease in humanity can be classified:
HUMAN MASTER MIASM ENERGY FREQUENCIES (using non linear Qballhic scale)
Psychotic
Gaseous Effluent
Syphilitic
Stellar
Heavy Metal

1069
1071
1072
1073
1075

Radiation
Psora
Cancer
Petrochemical
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1081
1090
1091
1097

HOW HUMANITY GETS DISEASE
Here's how it works. You come into this lifetime a combination of everything your
ancestors experienced coded into your body genes, and everything YOU experienced in
previous incarnations coded into your personal Spiritual Essence. You could have a genetic
disposition or weakness for certain diseases because your grandfather or mother experienced
alcoholism, or back 500 years ago some relative had syphilis. The memories of these
diseases is still coded into your DNA as a possibility. Combined with this genetic weakness
is the imbalanced (negative) energy pathways you created and imprinted upon your own
spirit by your personal actions and reactions to life experiences throughout your many
lifetimes here in the physical worlds.
If you have the seeds or memories or pre-established pathways of immune disorders present
in both the physical and non-physical, and you start stressing yourself in this life through
eating non healthy food, indulging in hate, anger, depression, overwork, drugs (legal and
illegal), or in any other way you can dream up to hurt yourself, and you swap fluids by
kissing, etc. or coming into close contact with someone full of viruses and bacteria and
become multi-infected, you will be a prime candidate for manifestation of many immune
disorders physically yourself. The outside influences, the bacteria and viruses you meet in
the environment are fueled to colony stage within you by the immune system and cellular
oxygen level depressing negative lifestyles and emotions you indulge in. In a sense they
easily walk right through the inner pre-existing open doors - your DNA and energy miasms.
Call this AIDS or the Martian Flu, the label really doesn't matter.
SYPHILIS THE FATHER OF AIDS
For us now, Syphilis is the grand daddy of them all. Although existing in ancient Rome and
before, basically its modern form came from malnourished, scurvy laden European sailors
co-mingling their Herpes sores with American Indians who had their own native bacteria
and related inner miasmic energies. These new bacterial/viral genetic combinations of
immune weakening energies and microbes were transferred back to the sailors, and upon
returning home to Europe the sailors were treated with poisonous mercury. This was a
common medical practice at the time, much like today's all pervasive pharmaceutical drug
fad. Mercury is called "quicksilver," and doctors using it were called "quacks" - hence the
origin of the term. The mercury poisoning's immune weakening forced even deeper
mutations to be automatically generated within the sailor bodies creating new mutations of
other communicable immune disorders, and the sick and now also mercury poisoned sailors
spread the resulting new diseases throughout the world during their travels.
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Shakespeare called it (syphilis) "The Pox." In the 50's AIDS was called IDS, Immune
Deficiency Disease Syndrome. Then it became "Slim's disease" in Haiti and Africa, or
GRID Gay Related Immune Deficiency Disease, because (According to Dr. Robert
Strecker) it was targeted for introduction into the gay community by people who thought the
gays were gaining too much political power. It was renamed, and described as threatening to
the population at large so that the CDC, under President Reagan, would not have its budget
and manpower cut. Now we call it Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, AIDS.
FUTURE AIDS POLITICS
As the medical machine grows, so will its appetite, and now we have officials announcing
HIV1 (San Francisco), HIV2 (Haiti), HIV3 (Touching), HIV4 (Airborne; coughing,
sneezing, breathing, and Saliva), and perhaps official HIV5, HIV6 and 7 (Odors?), and
beyond etc., all requiring of course more funding for the medical machine. Possibly to the
point that everyone will be conditioned to go to their doctors to test continually, and be
forced to get booster shots constantly, so that the opportunity for injecting politically
motivated biological agents into the population is wide open. Think about forced
vaccinations of children who must of course, be "tracked" throughout life, and you have a
way to get a political dossier (call it a national health file) on everybody.
Perhaps you think government is benign, and would never hurt us? During the 1992 Desert
Storm conflict, physicians were forced to inject (untested on humans) vaccines into our boys
going to war (author Lindsay Williams). This was a clear violation of International law, and
when one mother/soldier/physician refused to inject anybody, and stated it was illegal, she
was tried by the military almost overnight and locked away before word could get out. Now
we have all these soldiers coming down with "strange, unknown" illnesses. Or, how about
when a few years ago (this was just on national TV - the "60 Minutes" program) the Navy
sprayed viruses into the wind in the Bay Area of San Francisco to "see what would happen?"
Of course, none of those who got sick had given their permission for this criminal invasion
of their bodies by their own "kind and fatherly" government.
WHAT IS AIDS?
AIDS is not a disease in itself, but a varying symbiotic "package" of diverse and dangerous
immune deficiency diseases that have been around for centuries. The HIV virus in Roman
times was called "Trithium Trithicus". Not the cause, but a co-factor in AIDS. As our
population's collective immune system continues to weaken due to the increasing
overloading of industrial and personal lifestyle choice toxicity, more and more are falling
prey to diseases that never would have bothered them before.
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As of the date of this paper, (March 1994) the researchers I am in contact with who are using
various advanced energy diagnosis and testing methods are finding that "HIV positive"
people seem to usually be multiply infected with at least one, but often 3, or 5, or more
instances of up to ten separate mutated forms of HIV. To give you an idea of how fast HIV
is mutating within the bodies of the general population, the number of mutated HIV energy
forms two years ago was only 5. If this trend continues, a doubling every two years, that
means by 1998 there will be 40 distinct HIV mutations infecting the population at large.
When people start coming down with 10 or 20 HIV infections at a time, the stress on the
immune system will be enormous.
For the present time, these multiple form HIV infections seem to always occur "packaged"
in combination with 5 or more other infectious forms out of a list of 21, the most often found
being coxsackie B5, victoria A, Epstein Barr, and candida. You don't see candida
announced as the cause of AIDS, yet every single person who dies of AIDS has candida.
We find that most viruses in our body come "bundled" with several bacteria in a symbiotic
relationship. The presence of these groupings are the presence of diseases. The extremely
rapid rise of pollutants in our food, air, and water combined with the dropping of available
oxygen levels in the same, has caused our bodies to become so weakened and "dirty" that
our people are getting these immune disorders by the score.
WHAT DO PEOPLE EXPIRE FROM?
What kills people is stress, which could also be described as physical, emotional, mental,
and spiritual imbalances. The prime physical stress is pollution collecting in their bodies,
especially from the recreational drug usage (including cigarettes and alcohol) and medical
synthetic drug usage causing mass destruction (sacrifice) of the body's white blood cells
trying to attack foreign invading substances to the point that the body can't catch up with its
defensive cell manufacturing. The collecting pollution lowers the cellular oxygen level,
which damages cell respiratory mechanisms, and the cells aberrate into cancers or stop
working or become centers of infection. In time, the white blood cells are all used up, and
the body fluids are overrun with disease microorganisms, there are no defenses left, and the
patient suffers and dies.
Chemotherapy (AZT) would kill 50% of any healthy people you give a full course to. It
uses up white blood cells. Why give it to people with weak immune systems? Other
substances destroy the lymphocytes as well. We had an HIV+ doctor in an ozone clinic
drinking alcohol at meals and secretly smoking pot and doing "poppers" (Amyl Nitrate) after
hours and complaining ozone didn't work on him! It sure didn't! These drugs deplete the
immune system very quickly destroying the T cells and white blood cells.
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Note: Whenever a reference to someone being HIV positive is given, it indicates mass
pollution of his body fluids, and since the labs just don't test for the other viruses, bacteria
and fungi like they do for HIV, saying someone is HIV positive is one of the few general
conversational indicators we have of the state of someone's body fluid cleanliness. You can
also have mass fluid pollution and yeast overgrowth, and expire from it, and just not happen
to have a particular virus called HIV, yet they will still say you died of "AIDS." The original
definition of AIDS included too few diseases to get the mortality numbers up fast enough to
require big funding, so the definition has been expanded several times. Now the funding
and power of the vested interests is expanding exponentially.
The prime emotional/mental stress is fear you will get the disease, fear that it is always fatal,
and fear there is no cure. These beliefs enter your subconscious, and your subconscious
programming determines your future. These negative patternings are reinforced daily
through the constant barrage of "news." Most people don't know that the media outlets are
all owned by the same affiliated persons who just happen to own the drug and disease testing
companies. I refer readers to the excellent documented work of Eustace Mullins (Staunton,
VA) for references.
The prime spiritual imbalance we experience comes when the searchlight of our attention is
so turned away from our "inner" reality, our omniscient connection to The Ultimate Creator,
that we restrict the inflow of subtle spiritual energies necessary for our survival in harmony.
One of the best ways to rivet our attention strictly to the outer circumstances of life is to have
pain and disease. One quickly sees how this process feeds upon itself in a downward
evolutionary spiral.
WHAT IS THE ANSWER TO DISEASE?
The only answer to the dilemma of how do we get rid of the pollution and throw out the
diseases is to stop the ingestion of toxic air, water, food, & drugs, and to give the body lots
of something non-toxic and natural - something as a way to slowly and completely clean up
all the bodily fluids - the 66% water which we are. See my paper "Mechanics of O3 in
Medicine" delivered in 1993 at IBOM. That natural substance to which I refer is Nature's
energetic singlet oxygen. Singlet oxygen is what all oxygen therapies - like ozone/oxygen
and other oxygen therapies in use for over 100 years - end up delivering to the body.
Nature's singlet oxygen, once applied to the body correctly and for a long enough period, is
the only substance that will rid one of viruses, bacteria, yeast, toxins, pollution, drug residue,
etc., and still be welcomed by the healthy cells in the body.
The emotional/mental imbalances can be worked out through professional guidance and /or
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self-assessment and rational decision making coupled with disciplined action. This is best
achieved with professional guidance. I know of a licensed clinical psychologist in New York
City (Dr. E. Davis) who is one of our country's leading specialists in the practice of helping
the psychology of those afflicted with AIDS, and willing to give guidance to professionals.
The spiritual imbalances are best addressed by connecting with The Creator dwelling within
us all, seeking the advice of experts, and embarking upon a daily program encompassing the
elements of prayer, thankfulness, silence, meditation, and/or contemplation upon the happy
goodness of the Source of all life.
CONCLUSION
There is a wealth of information to be gained through the study of unorthodoxy. People have
been able to clean themselves out so thoroughly that they eliminate all disease causing
microorganisms and tests verify it. Through time and politics, mutations of syphilis are now
being called "AIDS". Humanity has 9 basic disease patterns. Disease results from collected
and stored inner energy imbalances setting up conditions wherein dietary indiscretions,
stress and coming into contact with foreign disease allows the proliferation of harmful
microorganisms. Political situations are impeding solutions. AIDS or HIV positivity is
proving to be a symbiotic package of multiple infections. People expire from immune
exhaustion. The only therapies to address all the factors involved in physical illness are the
oxygen therapies. The various oxygen therapies have been used internationally, safely, and
successfully for over 100 years, and should be immediately researched and rapidly adopted
by all caring physicians who put their patients' well being ahead of dogma. Best results are
obtained by coupling the oxygen therapies with correct diet, detoxification, and a wholistic
approach to balancing ALL that we are composed of.

This work is a small part of a larger text found in Ed McCabe's upcoming new oxygen/ozone therapies book. His first work, the self
published best seller "Oxygen Therapies: A New Way Of Approaching Disease" has sold over 90,000 copies by word of mouth.
Books and audio/video tapes of proof and testimonials are available from .......
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